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AgendaAgenda

•• Task AnalysisTask Analysis
–– Overview, utilityOverview, utility

–– Types of task analysisTypes of task analysis

–– Sources and useSources and use
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Task AnalysisTask Analysis

•• Analyzing and describing how people do Analyzing and describing how people do 
their jobs/worktheir jobs/work
–– --> Go to their environment> Go to their environment

•• Examine users’ tasks to better Examine users’ tasks to better 
understand what they need from understand what they need from 
interface and how they will use itinterface and how they will use it
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ComponentsComponents

•• Three key components to include in discussing Three key components to include in discussing 
how people workhow people work
–– ActivitiesActivities

–– ArtifactsArtifacts

–– RelationsRelations

•• Don’t just focus on computer system artifacts Don’t just focus on computer system artifacts 
and interactionsand interactions

•• Study related processes and objects in the Study related processes and objects in the 
environment that people may use and involveenvironment that people may use and involve
–– Example:  office Example:  office envenv------papers, whiteboards, etc.papers, whiteboards, etc.
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Task Analysis FocusTask Analysis Focus

•• Focus on Focus on observable behaviorsobservable behaviors
–– What are the practices, methods, steps, What are the practices, methods, steps, 

objects, …, used?objects, …, used?

•• Observe users, what they do, less so how Observe users, what they do, less so how 
they do itthey do it

•• Not on internal cognitive state of user Not on internal cognitive state of user 
(more on that in the future)(more on that in the future)
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Input & OutputInput & Output

•• Gather data about what users need to do Gather data about what users need to do 
or accomplishor accomplish

…then……then…

•• Represent data for interpretation and use Represent data for interpretation and use 
in design decisionsin design decisions
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Input & OutputInput & Output

•• Gather data:Gather data:
–– DocumentationDocumentation
–– InterviewsInterviews
–– ObservationObservation
–– Surveys/questionnairesSurveys/questionnaires
–– Automatic data recording/trackingAutomatic data recording/tracking

•• Organize DataOrganize Data

•• Represent Data:Represent Data:
–– Lists, outlines, matricesLists, outlines, matrices
–– NarrativesNarratives
–– Hierarchies & NetworksHierarchies & Networks
–– Flow chartsFlow charts
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Data to be GatheredData to be Gathered

•• Information about usersInformation about users

•• Description of environment Description of environment 
–– Where the tasks will be performedWhere the tasks will be performed

•• Major goals of the jobMajor goals of the job
–– What will result in a successful end state?What will result in a successful end state?

•• User preferences & needsUser preferences & needs
–– Before they even start: coffee, pen, Before they even start: coffee, pen, 

notebook, log sheets…notebook, log sheets…
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Data to be Gathered …Data to be Gathered …

•• Tasks & Subtasks:Tasks & Subtasks:
–– PhysicalPhysical

–– CognitiveCognitive

–– CommunicationCommunication

•• Conditions under which these tasks are doneConditions under which these tasks are done

•• Results/outcomes of tasksResults/outcomes of tasks

•• Requirements to perform task:Requirements to perform task:
–– InformationInformation

–– Communication with othersCommunication with others

–– EquipmentEquipment

Must include
Should include
Could include
Exclude
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Now What?Now What?

•• You have piles of notes, hours of video, You have piles of notes, hours of video, 
surveys up to here…surveys up to here…

•• How can you digest and represent the How can you digest and represent the 
datadata, to turn it into , to turn it into information?information?
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Representing Data (=Output)Representing Data (=Output)

1. Essential use cases1. Essential use cases

2. User characteristics + personas2. User characteristics + personas

3. Task Outlines3. Task Outlines

4. Narratives4. Narratives

5. Hierarchies & Network Diagrams5. Hierarchies & Network Diagrams
–– Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA)Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA)

–– EntityEntity--Relationship DiagramsRelationship Diagrams

6. Flow Charts6. Flow Charts
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1. Essential Use Case (Scenario)1. Essential Use Case (Scenario)

•• Description of important or frequent user Description of important or frequent user 
interactionsinteractions

•• Used to evaluate / walkthrough various design Used to evaluate / walkthrough various design 
alternativesalternatives

•• Three elementsThree elements
–– NameName

–– User intentionUser intention

–– System responsibilitySystem responsibility

•• Do NOT make assumptions about the UI designDo NOT make assumptions about the UI design
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Essential Use Case ExampleEssential Use Case Example

USER INTENTION             SYSTEM RESPONSIBILITY

Arrange-Meeting

Arrange a meeting Request meeting attendees
and constraints

Identify meeting attendees Suggest potential dates
and constraints

Choose preferred date Book meeting
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Essential Use Case ExampleEssential Use Case Example

From User 
Interface 
Design and 
Evaluation, 
The Open 
University
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2. User Characteristics + Persona2. User Characteristics + Persona

•• Description of user and what user wishes Description of user and what user wishes 
to doto do

•• Be specific/detailed, even give names Be specific/detailed, even give names 
and pictureand picture

•• Three personas for ATM usage followThree personas for ATM usage follow
–– Adapted from Adapted from User Interface Design and User Interface Design and 

EvaluationEvaluation, The Open University, The Open University

•• Developed by Cooper (1999)Developed by Cooper (1999)
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Characterizing UsersCharacterizing Users

From User 
Interface 
Design and 
Evaluation, 
The Open 
University
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Felix (representing teenage ATM users)Felix (representing teenage ATM users)

Felix is 13 and gets pocket money each week.  He spends it Felix is 13 and gets pocket money each week.  He spends it 
with his friends, so doesn’t make regular deposits.  He does with his friends, so doesn’t make regular deposits.  He does 
receive gifts for his birthday, Christmas, etc. and saves that receive gifts for his birthday, Christmas, etc. and saves that 
money for special purchases, such as a  computer games money for special purchases, such as a  computer games 
console or trendy clothes.  He has an ATM card allowing him console or trendy clothes.  He has an ATM card allowing him 
to make withdrawals when needed for his purchases.to make withdrawals when needed for his purchases.
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Sandra (representing young adults thru Sandra (representing young adults thru 
middle age)middle age)

Sandra is 30, is married to Jason,  has two children Todd(6) andSandra is 30, is married to Jason,  has two children Todd(6) and
CarlyCarly (18 months).  They live in a subdivision that is about three (18 months).  They live in a subdivision that is about three 
miles from the town center, where the bank and stores are locatemiles from the town center, where the bank and stores are located.  d.  
Jason uses the car for work, and works long hours, leaving at 6:Jason uses the car for work, and works long hours, leaving at 6:45 45 
am and returning at 8:00 pm.  Sandra does not drive, so has to uam and returning at 8:00 pm.  Sandra does not drive, so has to use se 
public transportation.  She tries to run errands and shop while public transportation.  She tries to run errands and shop while Todd Todd 
is in school, so she does only has to take is in school, so she does only has to take CarlyCarly to town with her. to town with her. 
She typically needs to make two trips to town each week to get She typically needs to make two trips to town each week to get 
everything done.  She uses a stroller with everything done.  She uses a stroller with CarlyCarly, and the bank is one , and the bank is one 
flight up via escalator, so she prefers to use the ATM outside tflight up via escalator, so she prefers to use the ATM outside the he 
first floor, even though there is no canopy to protect customersfirst floor, even though there is no canopy to protect customers
from bad weather.from bad weather.
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Grandpa Marvin (representing middle Grandpa Marvin (representing middle 
age to senior citizens)age to senior citizens)

Marvin is 68 years old, and his social security is deposited intMarvin is 68 years old, and his social security is deposited into o 
his bank account at the start of each month.  He goes to the his bank account at the start of each month.  He goes to the 
bank every week, withdrawing enough cash for the week bank every week, withdrawing enough cash for the week -- for for 
miscellaneous expenditure.  Regular bills are paid by check.  miscellaneous expenditure.  Regular bills are paid by check.  
He stands in line for a live teller, as he prefers the social He stands in line for a live teller, as he prefers the social 
interaction to using an ATM, even though his new artificial hip interaction to using an ATM, even though his new artificial hip 
makes standing in line uncomfortable.  He does not have an makes standing in line uncomfortable.  He does not have an 
ATM card.ATM card.
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3. Task Outlines3. Task Outlines

•• Lists, outlines, matricesLists, outlines, matrices
–– Use expanding/collapsing outline toolUse expanding/collapsing outline tool

–– Add detail progressivelyAdd detail progressively

–– Know in advance how much detail is enoughKnow in advance how much detail is enough

–– Can add linked outlines for specific subtasksCan add linked outlines for specific subtasks

–– Good for sequential tasksGood for sequential tasks

–– Does not support parallel tasks wellDoes not support parallel tasks well

–– Does not support branching wellDoes not support branching well

–– Example, next slideExample, next slide
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Using a lawnmower to cut grassUsing a lawnmower to cut grass
Step 1. Examine lawnStep 1. Examine lawn

•• Make sure grass is dryMake sure grass is dry
•• Look for objects laying in the grassLook for objects laying in the grass

Step 2. Inspect lawnmowerStep 2. Inspect lawnmower

•• Check components for tightnessCheck components for tightness
–– Check that grass bag handle is securely fastened to the grass baCheck that grass bag handle is securely fastened to the grass bag supportg support
–– Make sure grass bag connector is securely fastened to bag adaptoMake sure grass bag connector is securely fastened to bag adaptorr
–– Make sure that deck cover is in placeMake sure that deck cover is in place
–– Check for any loose parts (such as oil caps)Check for any loose parts (such as oil caps)
–– Check to make sure blade is attached securelyCheck to make sure blade is attached securely

•• Check engine oil levelCheck engine oil level
–– Remove oil fill cap and dipstickRemove oil fill cap and dipstick
–– Wipe dipstickWipe dipstick
–– Replace dipstick completely in lawnmowerReplace dipstick completely in lawnmower
–– Remove dipstickRemove dipstick
–– Check that oil is past the level line on dipstickCheck that oil is past the level line on dipstick
–– ……

Task OutlineTask Outline
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4. Narratives4. Narratives

•• NarrativesNarratives
–– Describe tasks in sentencesDescribe tasks in sentences

–– Often expanded version of list or outlineOften expanded version of list or outline

–– More effective for communicating general idea of More effective for communicating general idea of 
tasktask

–– Not effective for Not effective for 
•• DetailsDetails

•• branching tasksbranching tasks

•• parallel tasksparallel tasks

•• GREAT as introduction to diagrams or outlinesGREAT as introduction to diagrams or outlines
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5. Hierarchies & Networks5. Hierarchies & Networks

•• Hierarchical Task DecompositionHierarchical Task Decomposition
–– Goals Goals –– what the user wants to achievewhat the user wants to achieve

–– Tasks Tasks –– do these to achieve the goalsdo these to achieve the goals
•• Sequential dependenciesSequential dependencies

–– Create new document before entering textCreate new document before entering text

•• Multiple occurrences of tasksMultiple occurrences of tasks
•• Subtasks Subtasks –– lowerlower--level taskslevel tasks

–– The lowestThe lowest--level subtasks get mapped onto level subtasks get mapped onto 
one or several UI commandsone or several UI commands
•• ieie, , movemove done by a done by a copycopy followed by a followed by a pastepaste
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5. Hierarchies & Networks5. Hierarchies & Networks

•• Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA)Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA)
–– Graphical notation & decomposition of tasksGraphical notation & decomposition of tasks

–– Tasks as sets of actionsTasks as sets of actions

–– Tasks organized into plansTasks organized into plans
•• Clusters of subtasks with a preferred order Clusters of subtasks with a preferred order 

and prerequisite conditionsand prerequisite conditions
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HTA

266750-Spr ‘07

Example Task ClustersExample Task Clusters

•• Fixed sequenceFixed sequence

•• Optional tasksOptional tasks

•• Waiting eventsWaiting events

•• CyclesCycles

•• TimeTime--sharingsharing

•• DiscretionaryDiscretionary
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From Interaction Design, 
Preece Rogers and Sharp

Task Model Task Model -- Borrow BookBorrow Book

•• Sequences Sequences 
added as added as 
annotationsannotations

•• Can also Can also 
show show 
hierarchy as hierarchy as 
indented textindented text

Goal

Tasks to
complete goal

Subtasks to
carry out
one task
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Task Model Task Model -- Write a LetterWrite a Letter

Write a Letter

Prepare
Envelope

Prepare
To MailGet Supplies

Get 
Address

Apply
Stamp

Insert
Letter

Seal
Envelope

Write the
Actual Letter

Find 
Address

Book

Find
Address

This process can go 
arbitrarily deep

Stop when not useful 
to go further - but not 
before!

Is this model done?
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Can be More than One SequenceCan be More than One Sequence

•• How X writes a letterHow X writes a letter
–– Get an envelope, Get an envelope, 

paper, pencil, stamppaper, pencil, stamp

–– Write letterWrite letter

–– Address the envelopeAddress the envelope

–– Apply stampApply stamp

–– Put letter in envelopePut letter in envelope

–– Seal envelopeSeal envelope

•• How does Z do  it?How does Z do  it?

•• How Y writes a letterHow Y writes a letter
–– Get an envelope, Get an envelope, 

paper, pencil, stamppaper, pencil, stamp

–– Address the envelopeAddress the envelope

–– Write the letterWrite the letter

–– Put letter in envelopePut letter in envelope

–– Apply stampApply stamp

–– Seal envelopeSeal envelope
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Task Model Task Model -- Schedule MeetingSchedule Meeting

From Interaction Design, 
Preece Rogers and Sharp
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NetworksNetworks

•• Network / EntityNetwork / Entity--Relationship DiagramsRelationship Diagrams
–– Objects/people with links to related objectsObjects/people with links to related objects

•• Stress relationship between objects and Stress relationship between objects and 
actionsactions

–– Links described functionally and in terms of Links described functionally and in terms of 
strengthstrength
•• Task: Develop design for final projectTask: Develop design for final project

–– objects objects -- pens, paper, drawing tools, etc.pens, paper, drawing tools, etc.
–– actors actors -- Mary, Bob, SallyMary, Bob, Sally
–– composite objects composite objects -- the “team”the “team”
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Object Model: Simple Drawing SystemObject Model: Simple Drawing System

•• ObjectsObjects
–– page, line, pointpage, line, point

•• RelationsRelations
–– page contains zero or more lines and pointspage contains zero or more lines and points

–– Lines defined by two pointsLines defined by two points

•• Actions on objectsActions on objects
–– Page: clearPage: clear

–– Points: create, delete, movePoints: create, delete, move

–– Lines: create, delete, moveLines: create, delete, move

•• EtcEtc
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Object Model: Text EditorObject Model: Text Editor

•• ObjectsObjects
–– Files, lines, charactersFiles, lines, characters

•• RelationsRelations
–– File is sequence of linesFile is sequence of lines

–– Line is sequence of charactersLine is sequence of characters

•• Actions on objectsActions on objects
–– Files: create, delete, renameFiles: create, delete, rename

–– Lines: create, delete, move, copyLines: create, delete, move, copy

–– Characters: insert, delete, move, copyCharacters: insert, delete, move, copy
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Object Model Object Model -- Other Typical ElementsOther Typical Elements

•• RelationsRelations
–– X is a set of YX is a set of Y

–– X is a sequence of YX is a sequence of Y

–– X is made up of (A, B, C)X is made up of (A, B, C)

–– X is geometrically aligned with YX is geometrically aligned with Y

•• Actions on relationsActions on relations
–– Remove X from set or sequenceRemove X from set or sequence

–– Insert Y into set or sequenceInsert Y into set or sequence

•• Actions on attributesActions on attributes
–– Set, modify, inquireSet, modify, inquire
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MethodologyMethodology

•• Often list attributes, actions of objectsOften list attributes, actions of objects

Object: pen   simple
Attribute:

color: red
writing: on/off

Object: Mary   actor
Actions:

M1: make a sketch
M2: organize meeting
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6. Flow Charts6. Flow Charts

•• Flow Chart of Task StepsFlow Chart of Task Steps
–– Combines EntityCombines Entity--relationship (network) with relationship (network) with 

sequential flow, branching, parallel taskssequential flow, branching, parallel tasks

–– Includes actions, decisions, logic, by all Includes actions, decisions, logic, by all 
elements of the systemelements of the system

–– AbstractedAbstracted

–– Mature, wellMature, well--known, good toolsknown, good tools
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Flow ChartFlow Chart

Start

Continue? Document

Input
Display

Manual
Operation

End

Y

N
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WorkflowWorkflow

•• Documents going from one Documents going from one 
person/organization to anotherperson/organization to another

•• Multiple participants in an activityMultiple participants in an activity
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Create Travel
Request

(Traveler)

Approval
(Dean)

Notification of
Approval 
(Dean)

Ensure Funds
Available

(Accounting)

Notification of
Approval 
(Dean)

No Funds

Make Trip 
(Traveler)

Complete Expense
Report 

(Traveler)

Approval
(Accounting) Etc

Workflow Example Workflow Example -- Document FlowDocument Flow
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Workflow Example Workflow Example -- Multiple ParticipantsMultiple Participants

From Interaction Design, 
Preece Rogers and Sharp
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Summary of Task AnalysisSummary of Task Analysis

•• Determine the data you needDetermine the data you need

•• Gather it using various appropriate Gather it using various appropriate 
methods and techniquesmethods and techniques

•• Represent the tasks and subtasks, plus Represent the tasks and subtasks, plus 
other related informationother related information

•• Use this data to improve designUse this data to improve design

•• Note: Be efficient!Note: Be efficient!
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Using What You’ve LearnedUsing What You’ve Learned

•• How do attributes of users & their tasks How do attributes of users & their tasks 
influence the design of user interfaces?influence the design of user interfaces?

•• Are there some design guidelines that we Are there some design guidelines that we 
can derive from different attributes?can derive from different attributes?
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User ProfilesUser Profiles

•• Attributes:Attributes:
–– attitude, motivation, reading level, typing attitude, motivation, reading level, typing 

skill, education, system experience, task skill, education, system experience, task 
experience, computer literacy, frequency of experience, computer literacy, frequency of 
use, training, coloruse, training, color--blindness, handedness, blindness, handedness, 
gender,…gender,…

•• Novice, intermediate, expertNovice, intermediate, expert
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MotivationMotivation

•• UserUser
–– Low motivation, Low motivation, 

discretionary usediscretionary use

–– Low motivation, Low motivation, 
mandatorymandatory

–– High motivation, due High motivation, due 
to fearto fear

–– High motivation, due High motivation, due 
to interestto interest

•• Design goalDesign goal
–– Ease of learningEase of learning

–– Control, powerControl, power

–– Ease of learning, Ease of learning, 
robustness, controlrobustness, control

–– Power, ease of usePower, ease of use
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Knowledge & ExperienceKnowledge & Experience

•• ExperienceExperience

•• tasktask systemsystem

–– lowlow lowlow

–– highhigh highhigh

–– lowlow highhigh

–– highhigh lowlow

•• Design goalsDesign goals

–– Many syntactic and Many syntactic and 
semantic promptssemantic prompts

–– Efficient commands, Efficient commands, 
concise syntaxconcise syntax

–– Semantic help facilitiesSemantic help facilities

–– Lots of syntactic Lots of syntactic 
promptingprompting
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Job & Task ImplicationsJob & Task Implications

•• Frequency of useFrequency of use
–– High High -- Ease of useEase of use

–– Low Low -- Ease of learning & rememberingEase of learning & remembering

•• Task implicationsTask implications
–– High High -- Ease of useEase of use

–– Low Low -- Ease of learningEase of learning

•• System useSystem use
–– Mandatory Mandatory -- Ease of usingEase of using

–– Discretionary Discretionary -- Ease of learningEase of learning
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Project Part 1Project Part 1

•• Let’s review the specs…Let’s review the specs…

•• Due next ThursdayDue next Thursday
–– 2 hardcopies brought to class2 hardcopies brought to class
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UpcomingUpcoming

•• John is away WedJohn is away Wed--FriFri

•• Norman: Norman: Design of Everyday ThingsDesign of Everyday Things
–– Finish reading bookFinish reading book

–– G. G. AbowdAbowd guest lectureguest lecture

•• DesignDesign


